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TRACKLIST:
a1 - Mike Wall - She Comes (Original Mix) – 7:05
a2 - Mike Wall - Phantom (Original Mix) – 6:24
b1 - Mike Wall - She Comes (Alexi Delano Remix) – 7:42
b2 - Mike Wall - She Comes (Miro Pajic Remix) – 6:28
DG Only 01 - Mike Wall - She Comes (Franco Bianco & Nacho Benedetti Remix) – 7:10
DG Only 02 - Mike Wall - She Comes (Live mix) – 7:05

The fourth reference of the Swiss/Argentinean label Dilek Records intends to express
the love for the music with this deep and intense release. We are offering you a
masterpiece made by Mike Wall.
He managed to make a perfect connection between minimal techno, groovy beats and
this incredible voice that drives you far away, to start your own journey and
experience this excellent sound structure from the beginning till the end. He is a great
rising artist, and also the label manager of Orphik Recordings. A name to remember
and follow.
The remixers are none of the less then our guide, Alexi Delano, Miro Pajic and the
duo Franco Bianco & Nacho Benedetti.
Alexi delivered us an amazing and powerful remix, full of sun and good energy. This is
a complete and genuine work, and since he's also part of the Plus 8, Clink and
Truesoul family between many others, we are blessed to have him amongst us, in the
Dilek Family. His remix is a hymn to the summer and to the positive things in life. It
will make you smile and feel great sensations, we loved it since the first time that we
listened to it, and we hope the same for you.
Miro made another great remix to balance this EP in a perfect way. He used his great
knowledge and technique to create a whole new feeling in this already intense
collaboration. Miro knows how to bring up his best. Being around since many years, he
is now more and more involved making himself a reputation in this gigantic ocean of
the techno scene.
Franco Bianco and Nacho Benedetti started working together in 2008, and they have
great upcoming projects. Nacho is a successful artist and producer coming straight
from Uruguay. He worked with big names of the South American scene, but above all,
he arranged the electronic part of Jorge Drexler's album: "12 segundos de oscuridad".
Franco Bianco will be realizing with him the first album of electronic music remixes of
Jorge's best tracks, and he's also working on his next EP's and remixes on great
labels, as well as his new tour. This duo is a strong collaboration, and I'm sure that you
will keep an eye on them, since they will surprise you more and more.
This release is a thank you to the beautiful things in life, and a way to say how
grateful we are to make this job event in times of crisis and doubt. This one is for the
pleasures of your senses and your souls.
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